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Abstract: The investigation of ports in store network frameworks is a developing zone of 

significance which has attracted more consideration from analyst’s late years. This paper presents 

another viewpoint in this exploration zone by looking at the calling examples of compartment 

delivering administrations so as to comprehend the elements of port availability and between port 

connections in the stockpile chains. Observational proof is drawn from four significant ports in 

East Asia, to be specific Shanghai, Busan, Kaohsiung and Ningbo. The investigation recognizes 

the transportation limit, exchange courses and land areas associated with the ports, delivering 

lines included, and the extensity and force of between port connections among the four 

compartment ports from liner dispatching system's viewpoint. The discoveries show that the 

majority of the transportation limit utilized on the significant east–west exchange courses became 

non-selective and included calls at least two of the four ports. Port organizers, terminal 

administrators and bearers could gain by circumstances through misuse of integral connections 

that exist among the chose ports, for example, offering a bundle for delivery lines to call at an 

arrangement of terminals claimed by a similar terminal administrator. Strategy and research 

suggestions just as proposals are talked about for different partners worried about port arranging 

and territorial turn of events. 
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Introduction 

Late years, a ton of patterns are occurring in sea and delivery industry. The open needs this 

industry to be greener with lower greenhouse gas outflows and high vitality proficiency; 

worldwide coordination’s joining powers cargo forwarders, transporters and ports and other 

applicable gatherings to act all the more coordinately. In this regard, ports and delivery lines' 

relationship should be emphatically secured. Sea transport is the world's most significant methods 
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for transport for load just as individuals, which represents around 90% of freight transportation 

regarding volume in the globe. These days, dispatching courses can be found wherever in each 

ocean zone. With the assistance of current high innovation, one can comprehend worldwide 

transportation courses' success both broadness and profundity. Figure 1-1 gives the perspective on 

world delivery courses and number sizes of their yearly excursions. The more splendid the courses 

are, the more number of yearly excursions the courses work out. 

 

Figure 1-1 Global Shipping Routes 

Source: http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2010/01/global-shipping-map/ 

Past investigations led to examine between port connections concentrated primarily on the 

issue of port seriousness and rivalry in the business. The examination approaches included 

directing technique concentrating on port choice dependent on enhancement of transportation 

organize (Mourao et al., 2002; Zeng and Yang, 2002), multimodal models representing viewpoint 

of shippers through limiting costs for cause goal traffic (Luo and Grigalunas, 2003), transportation 

systems thinking about the effect on port execution (Robinson, 1998, 2002; Lee et al., 2006), logit 

models that can decide result probabilities on steering decision (Veldman also, Bückmann, 2003; 

Clark et al., 2004), port profitability and proficiency examines recognizing determinants of port 

execution (Sachish, 1996; De and Ghosh, 2002; Sanchez et al., 2003; Tongzon what's more, Heng, 

2005; Trujillo and Tovar, 2007), cost examination representing quantitative and subjective 

elements (Baird, 2002; Lam and Yap, 2006), peripheral cost valuing examining devoted holder 

terminals (Haralambides et al., 2002), contestability in holder taking care of market (Notteboom, 
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2002), game hypothesis surveying port administrators' procedures (Yang, 1999; Flor and Defilippi, 

2003; Anderson et al., 2008), bunch examination considering wide scope of components esteemed 

to impact port seriousness (De Langen, 2002) just as cointegration tests and blunder remedy 

models which use relapse to test long haul and present moment port connections (Fung, 2001; Yap 

and Lam, 2006). The technique for dissecting annualized opening limit was utilized in two past 

investigations on holder port rivalry in East Asia (Yap et al., 2006) and Southeast Asia (Lam and 

Yap, 2008) separately, and a paper breaking down ports' availability (Lam, 2011). Considering 

ports as components in the production network is a moderately new and developing examination 

region. The writing, particularly for the prior years, included generally in the investigation and 

conceptualization stage. Research approaches included worth driven chain frameworks in which 

the port and its specialist organizations to offer maintainable incentive to clients against other 

contending chains (Robinson, 2002), contextual analysis of Port of Le Harve in the car supply 

chain (Carbone and Martino, 2003); advertise survey of the joining issues on ports and terminals 

(De Souza et al., 2003); port advancement with regards to lean and light-footed coordinations ideas 

Paixao and Marlow, 2003); review of port execution estimation to test the connection between the 

parameters of supply chain incorporation and the parameters of port seriousness (Melody and 

Panayides, 2008) and discrete decision demonstrating of port choice in the production network 

setting (Magala and Sammons, 2008). Space limit examination utilized in this investigation is 

another strategy in looking into ports in production network frameworks. 

Involvement in global logistics 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Global Logistics Chain 
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Parties Involved in Port Choice 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Parties involved in port choice 

Data and research methodology 

Data for annualized slot capacity (ASC) in terms of TEUs, i.e. vessel capacity in container liner 

services is computed and analyzed. Such data can be computed in various ways to generate useful 

information. In order to understand the dynamics of inter-port relationships, the point of interest 

is to know the ASC connected to ports. Computation of ASC for k services calling at a port can be 

obtained with following formula: 

 

 

where V denotes average vessel capacity and F denotes the frequency of call in a year. As a single 

service could be deployed in multiple ports, summation of annualised slot capacity that called at 

the ports would exceed 100.0%. Similarly, summation of ASC deployed on various trade routes 

connected to each port would also be higher than 100.0%. ASC connected to the ports is 

categorised by various trade routes, shipping lines/alliances, and whether the shipping services 

made exclusive or parallel calls at the ports. The method involves tabulating and analysing over 

3000 container shipping services that called at the selected ports on an annual basis over a 12-
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years period from years 1995 to 2006. Computation and formation of this database took more than 

2 years to complete. 

Container port landscape in East Asia 

Referring to port throughput in 2009, half of the top 20 container ports are located in East Asia. 

This reveals the significance of the region in the container port industry. The scope of this study 

is centred on the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) in China with spectacular trade growth in recent 

years and those ports having close relationship with the region. Being the two dominant ports in 

YRD, Shanghai and Ningbo ranked as the second and eighth busiest container ports in the world 

respectively. While container throughput of both ports consists mainly of cargo generated from 

hinterlands that are served by the Yangtze River, container handling performance of these ports is 

also affected by developments in other major ports in the region including Busan and Kaohsiung 

which are respectively the fourth and ninth busiest container ports in East Asia. Government 

authorities of South Korea named Shanghai as a significant threat to its position as the premier 

transhipment hub in Northeast Asia (Lloyd’s List, 13 June 2003; CI Online, 9 December 2005). 

To counter the threat from Shanghai, Busan reduced port charges for transhipment cargo and 

provided monetary incentives to encourage shipping lines to increase their transhipment volumes 

at the port. In addition, Busan is also investing directly into smaller Chinese ports in order to secure 

cargo from these sources in a bid to entrench the port’s hub status (CI Online, 20 March 2008). 

However, announcement by Shanghai International Port Group (SIPG) of its strategy to develop a 

coastal feeder network which is aimed at securing transhipment cargo for Shanghai from other 

coastal ports in China is likely to threaten the largest source of transhipment traffic for Busan and 

intensify competition between the two major container ports in East Asia (SIPG, 23 March 2008; 

Busan Port Authority, 29 November 2007). 
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Fig. 4-4 . Development in share of ASC connected to the selected ports. Source: Authors’ 

computation 
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Fig. 5-5 . Conceptualisation of inter-port relationships in supply chain systems 

The paper has introduced a nitty gritty assessment on the calling examples of liner dispatching 

administrations so as to comprehend the elements of liner dispatching system and port network. 

Experimental examinations were led on the ports of Shanghai, Busan, Kaohsiung and Ningbo in 

East Asia. Specific consideration was drawn on examining the elements with regards to inventory 

network frameworks. The exploration discoveries introduced depended fundamentally on 

confirmations given by compartment transporting administrations that called at the chose ports 

and holder throughput took care of at these ports between 1995 and 2006. While the benefits of 

this methodology have been examined, we will dissect the examination's constraint and 

recommend a few future research zones. An impediment of the examination is that it has received 

an expansive definition of complementarity in port calls where two ports were noted to be 

reciprocal from liner system's viewpoint if holder delivering administrations were started tcall 

mutually at or evacuated from the two ports. Be that as it may, the restricted meaning of 
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complementarity would characterize the two ports to be integral just if inception of calls by ASC 

at one port requires ASC to call at the other port also. All things considered, such data is probably 

not going to be accessible on open space as they require knowledge into the arranging instrument 

of transportation lines. Subsequently, the best accessible alternative was to watch real ASC sent 

and changes to such limit. Different investigation on, for example, compartment throughput took 

care of by the ports, speculation technique of terminal administrators and holder transporting lines 

will enhance and improve the examination. Besides, it is helpful to represent the system structures 

of the chose ports and request of port bring so as to yield more noteworthy clearness on the serious 

and reciprocal connections installed inside the stockpile chains. Likewise, assessment of between 

port connections for East Asia could likewise represent different ports that are moreover 

contending with the chose ports for transhipment traffic and these could incorporate those that are 

situated past the Yangtze River Delta. These holes present potential regions for additional 

examinations. The time of examination secured 12 years from 1995 to 2006. In spite of the fact 

that the paper represented the circumstance preceding the development of transportation collusions 

to the arrangement of acquisitions that included significant holder transporting lines which 

prompted critical changes to delivering administration plans that got clear just in 2006, future 

research could look at the impacts of the financial downturn begun in 2008 on connections between 

compartment ports as transportation lines change their armada sending and administration game 

plans to counter the impact of the log jam in compartment exchange. Besides, space limit 

examination is a clever method that can be utilized for other port investigations with various 

concentration agreeing to the exploration addresses concerned. We want to invigorate more 

research identified with sea transport, which is the predominant method of transport in universal 

exchange and has a critical sway on provincial turn of events and worldwide economy in general. 
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